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Abstract: The penetration of renewable power generation is increasing at an unprecedented pace. While the operating greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of photovoltaic (PV) and wind power are negligible, their upstream emissions are not. The great challenge with the deployment of renewable power generators is their intermittent and variable nature. Current electric power systems balance these fluctuations primarily using natural gas fired power plants. Alternatively, these dynamics could be handled by the integration of energy storage technologies to store energy during renewable energy availability and discharge when needed. In this paper, we present a model for estimating emissions from integrated power generation and energy storage. The model applies to emissions of all pollutants, including greenhouse gases (GHGs), and to all storage technologies, including pumped hydroelectric and electrochemical storage. As a case study, the model is used to estimate the GHG emissions of electricity from systems that couple photovoltaic and wind generation with lithium-ion batteries (LBs) and vanadium redox flow batteries (VFBs). To facilitate the case study, we conducted a life cycle assessment (LCA) of photovoltaic (PV) power, as well as a synthesis of existing wind power LCAs. The PV LCA is also used to estimate the emissions impact of a common PV practice that has not been comprehensively analyzed by LCA—solar tracking. The case study of renewables and battery storage indicates that PV and wind power remain much less carbon intensive than fossil-based generation, even when coupled with large amounts of LBs or VFBs. Even the most carbon intensive renewable power analyzed still emits only ~25% of the GHGs of the least carbon intensive mainstream fossil power. Lastly, we find that the pathway to minimize the GHG emissions of power from a coupled system depends upon the generator. Given low-emission generation (<50 gCO$_2$e/kWh), the minimizing pathway is the storage technology with lowest production emissions (VFBs over LBs for our case study). Given high-emission generation (>200 gCO$_2$e/kWh), the minimizing pathway is the storage technology with highest round-trip efficiency (LBs over VFBs).
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The electric power sector produces 40% of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1]. To limit human-caused global warming to 2 °C, the International Energy Agency (IEA) projects that power
sector emissions must decline by 90% by 2050, from 13 to 1.4 gigatons of carbon dioxide per year [1]. To help achieve this decline, many governments have increased their support for low-carbon power sources. Because of this support and large cost reductions [2], photovoltaic (PV) and wind power have grown from ~1% of global electricity in 2007, to ~6% in 2017 [3], and are projected to reach 15–33% by 2040 [4,5]. The most widely deployed PV cell types are multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si), single-crystalline silicon (sc-Si), and cadmium telluride (CdTe), with market shares of 70%, 24%, and 4%, respectively, of new PV capacity installed in 2016 [6]. The most widely deployed wind turbines are 1.6–3 MW models installed at onshore wind farms, with generation from larger offshore turbines comprising a small but growing share of the total (5% in 2017) [7,8].

While the operating GHG emissions of PV and wind power are negligible, their upstream emissions are not. To be concise, this paper refers to the total life cycle GHG emissions of AC electricity as “carbon intensity”, and the units of grams-CO$_2$-equivalent/kilowatthour as “gCO$_2$e/kWh”. The carbon intensity of PV power has been estimated at 76, 53, and 27 gCO$_2$e/kWh for sc-Si, mc-Si, and CdTe PV, respectively, installed in northern Europe circa 2015, and at 33, 22, and 13 gCO$_2$e/kWh for PV installed in the United States Southwest circa 2015 [9]. The carbon intensity of wind power has been estimated at approximately 12, 10, and 9 gCO$_2$e/kWh, respectively, for onshore wind farms in low, medium, and high wind-speed areas, respectively, and at 14 gCO$_2$e/kWh for offshore wind farms (which are typically located in high wind-speed areas) [10–18]. For context, representative GHG emissions from combined cycle natural gas (CCNG) and supercritical pulverized coal power (SCPC) are approximately 488 and 965 gCO$_2$e/kWh, respectively [19].

The leading method for estimating carbon intensity is the life cycle assessment (LCA). As outlined by ISO standards 14040 and 14044 [ISO], LCA quantifies a product’s environmental impacts through the input–output accounting of cradle-to-grave or cradle-to-gate processes. Since 2007, over 50 studies have conducted LCA of PV power, and have found that the top drivers of PV carbon intensity are upstream electricity source, cell type, module efficiency, irradiance at installation site, and system lifetime [20,21]. Peng et al. [20] provided a detailed literature review of PV LCA and underlined gaps in the field, including the treatment of cell temperature and module orientation. IEA reports from 2008, 2011, and 2016 [22] provided methodology guidelines for PV LCA.

Important differences between this work and prior LCAs include the following: (1) This work addresses a major development in PV that prior LCAs have not addressed in depth or with explanatory equations (solar tracking); and (2) this work provides a model and equations that show how to estimate emissions from coupled generation and storage, whereas prior battery LCAs have focused on modeling emissions from battery production.

1.2. Motivation for PV LCA

One major development in PV power production, the growth of solar tracking, has not been comprehensively analyzed by LCA. In the United States from 2008 to 2014, only 19% of new utility-scale (AC capacity >5 MW) CdTe projects had tracking (16 of 86 projects); in 2015 and 2016, the number was 56% (44 of 79 projects), including locations outside the exceptionally sunny United States Southwest, such as Colorado, Tennessee, and Georgia [8]. For all cell types, tracking was used on 53% of cumulative panel capacity and 70% of new capacity at utility-scale sites in the United States in 2016 [8]. Several LCAs have analyzed the emissions impact of solar tracking, but with a limited geographic scope and with tracking set-ups that are not (and do not claim to be) representative of industry practice [23–25]. Beylot et al. [25] and Desideri et al. [24] analyzed hypothetical one-axis tracking systems with a 30° tilt in Italy. In contrast, the industry norm for PV tracking is horizontal one-axis tracking; in the United States in 2016, 97% of utility-scale tracking PV projects used horizontal one-axis tracking (255 of 263 projects) [26].

Two PV LCAs did analyze industry-representative tracking set-ups. Leccisi et al. [9] found that horizontal one-axis tracking reduced carbon intensity by 11% and 1% for mc-Si and CdTe PV,
respectively, given installation in the United States Southwest. Sinha et al. [27] estimated that tracking reduced the carbon intensity of CdTe PV by 3% in the United States Southwest. However, neither study calculated tracking’s impact outside the United States Southwest. This paper aims to build on these studies by calculating tracking’s impact on PV carbon intensity over a range of locations.

1.3. Motivation for Modeling Emissions from Coupled Generation and Energy Storage

A barrier to the continued growth of both PV and wind power, and one reason that projections span a large range, is intermittency and uncertainties over how intermittency will be managed as renewables grow. As PV rises above 20% of daily generation in a region, this can lead to curtailment of existing PV, less favorable economics for future PV, and inefficient “peaker” use of other power systems, including gas-fired turbines [28,29]. “Peaker” power plants are only used to meet peak demand and are otherwise idle. Similar dynamics apply to wind at a high penetration [30,31].

Energy storage can contribute to solving the challenges of intermittency. Storage coupled with generation has the potential to (1) flatten power supplied by intermittents to the grid, and (2) reduce peak generation and thus capacity required of non-intermittents. Partly because of this potential, the growth of non-hydro storage capacity in the United States has been accelerating, from ~1000 MWh added between 2013 and 2017, to a projected ~1000 MWh in 2018, and more in each year through 2023 [32]. Lithium-ion batteries (LBs) and vanadium redox flow batteries (VFBs) are two of the most common non-hydro storage types. LBs constitute a large majority of current and projected non-hydro storage deployment [32]. VFBs constitute a significant share of utility-scale storage installations with durations over 3 h [33]. Storage duration is the ratio of rated storage energy capacity to rated storage power capacity, and represents the time required to discharge the fully charged storage unit at its rated power output. This paper focuses on storage applications that require durations of 3 to 7 h, such as smoothing intermittent generation to better match demand.

While coupling storage with generation can mitigate intermittency, the impact on the GHG emissions of electricity supply is less well understood. Spanos et al. [34] conducted cradle-to-gate LCAs of lead–acid, nickel–zinc, and manganese dioxide–zince batteries, and thus estimated their GHG emissions per battery mass produced. The authors did not analyze the operating life or coupling of the batteries with generation. Rydh and Sandén [35] evaluated the energy required to produce eight common battery types, including LBs, VFBs, lead–acid batteries (LABs), and sodium sulfur batteries (SSBs), and found that, on a mass basis, LABs require significantly more energy to be produced than LBs or VRBs. Denholm et al. [36] analyzed the coupling of generation with VRBs, pumped hydro storage (PHS), and compressed air energy storage (CAES). The authors found that electricity from nuclear or renewables coupled with PHS had a lower carbon intensity than electricity from nuclear or renewables coupled with VRBs or CAES. On the other hand, with fossil generation, systems employing CAES had significantly lower GHG emissions than those with VRBs or PHS. Denholm et al. and Mitavachan et al. [37] both emphasized that the carbon intensity of electricity from a coupled system depended on both generation type and energy storage type.

These prior battery LCAs have comprehensively modeled production of the most common battery types for power plant applications. This paper complements these prior works by presenting an easy to implement model to estimate emissions from a combined generation and storage system. The model is general and applies to emissions of all pollutants, not just GHGs, and to all storage methods, not only electrochemical. As a case study, we used the model to estimate the impact of adding LBs and VFBs to typical mainstream PV, wind, gas, and coal-based generation.
2. Methodology

2.1. Model of Combined Generation and Storage

2.1.1. Model of Electricity Supply to Grid

Figure 1 shows an example of a generation curve (yellow) and a supply curve (blue). The generation curve shows how much electric power the generator is producing, while the supply curve shows how much power is supplied to the grid. When supply exceeds generation, the difference comes from storage, and when generation exceeds supply, the difference goes to storage. In Figure 1, typical variable PV generation is converted to constant supply. This is a simple example to illustrate the model. Infinite shapes are possible for the two curves, as long as the area under the supply curve does not exceed the area under the generation curve. The area under the supply curve will always be less than the area under the generation curve, because of round-trip efficiency losses in storage.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Three scenarios corresponding to three times of day for a combined photovoltaic (PV) and storage system. \( P_0 \) is power generation (kW), \( P \) is power supply to grid (kW), \( P_{s,in} \) is the amount of power generation sent to storage (kW), \( s \) is the instantaneous fraction of power generation going to storage, and \( P_{s,out} \) is the power supply to grid from storage.

Averaging the power flows in Figure 1 produces Figure 2, which shows how the average power to grid can be calculated, as follows:

\[
\bar{P} = P_0[1 - f(1 - \eta)]
\]

where \( \eta \) is the round-trip efficiency of the storage, and \( f \) is the fraction of the energy generation sent to storage (vs. directly to grid). \( f \) is the generation-weighted average of \( s \) (\(<sP_0>/ <P_0>\)), not the time-average (\(<s>\)). The lifetime electricity to grid can then be calculated as follows:

\[
E = t\bar{P} = tP_0[1 - f(1 - \eta)] = E_0[1 - f(1 - \eta)]
\] (1)
2.1.2. Model Equations and Parameters

For example, developers of a combined PV and storage plant that aims for constant supply must given generation to the desired supply. This paper does not attempt to prescribe the optimum amounts given choices of design tools. It depends on the generation and supply curves. Figure 3 illustrates this dependence, as well as how $f$ changes with the degree of peak-smoothing.

\[ \text{Avg power to grid} = P = P_0(1-f(1-\eta)) \]

*f* depends on the generation and supply curves. Figure 3 illustrates this dependence, as well as how *f* changes with the degree of peak-smoothing.

**Figure 3.** Dependence of *f* (fraction of generation sent to storage) on power generation and supply curves. Assumes no curtailment.

Figure 3 shows the minimum storage energy capacity and power capacity needed to convert the given generation to the desired supply. This paper does not attempt to prescribe the optimum amounts of storage energy capacity, storage power capacity, or generation curtailment for a given desired *f*. For example, developers of a combined PV and storage plant that aims for constant supply must decide whether to install enough storage energy capacity to maintain a supply to the grid for three or four or more consecutive cloudy days. These decisions involve risk-analyses and design choices that are beyond the scope of this paper. This paper provides tools to estimate how those different design choices impact emissions.

2.1.2. Model Equations and Parameters

Without storage, the emissions intensity $I$ (g/kWh) of the power generated and delivered to the grid can be calculated as follows:

\[ I_0 = e_g/E_0 \]
where $e_g$ is the life emissions of the generator (g), and $E_0$ is the life electricity generated (kWh). The subscripts 0 in $I_0$ and $E_0$ indicate the no-storage base case. In this paper, the generator is assumed to operate nearly identically in the no-storage and storage-added cases, with the only difference being that, in the latter case, some of the generation is sent through storage on its way to the grid. In reality, the addition of storage to a power plant might change the way its generator is operated. For example, adding storage to a wind or gas power plant might enable reduced curtailment or increased fuel-to-power efficiency, respectively.

With storage in general and battery storage in particular, the emissions intensity of the power delivered to the grid can be calculated as follows, respectively:

$$I = \left[ I_0 + f \eta (e_s / E_s T) / (DC) \right] / [1 - f (1 - \eta)]$$

(2)

and

$$I = \left[ I_0 + f \eta (e_s / m_s) / (\rho DC) \right] / [1 - f (1 - \eta)]$$

(3)

where $f$ is the fraction of electricity generated that is stored (vs. sent directly to the grid), $\eta$ is the roundtrip efficiency of the storage, $e_s$ is the life emissions of the storage (g), $D$ is the average depth of discharge of the storage (DoD), $E_s T$ is the total rated energy capacity of the storage used over the power plant life (kWh), $C$ is the cycle life of the storage (the number of charge–discharge cycles before a storage unit is retired), $m_s$ is the mass of batteries used over the power plant life (kg), and $\rho$ is the specific energy capacity of the batteries (kWh/kg). $E_s T$ is the total rated energy capacity of all of the storage used and retired over the power plant life. For example, if the power plant storage system is rated at 1 MWh for energy capacity ($E_s = 1$ MWh), and four storage units are used and retired over the plant lifetime, then $E_s T$ is 4 MWh.

The parameters in Equations (2) and (3) depend on both the design and technology, as shown in Table 1. The values and ranges used in our case study for the combined generation and battery storage come from Mitavachan [37] and include the following: LB average roundtrip efficiency of 90% (low 85% and high 98%), VFB average roundtrip efficiency of 75% (low 60% and high 80%), LB average cycle life of 10,250 cycles (low 5000 and high 15,000), VFB average cycle life of 13,000 cycles (low 10,000 and high 15,000), LB average DoD of 80%, VFB average DoD of 90%; LB emissions per mass of 22 gCO$_2$/g, VFB emissions per mass of 2.7 gCO$_2$/kWh, LB specific energy capacity of 140 Wh/kg, and VFB specific energy capacity of 20 Wh/kg. These ranges for efficiency and cycle life reflect uncertainties and variety in battery technologies. The purpose of this paper, with regard to storage, is to provide an exploitable model for modeling emissions from combined generation and storage, and to demonstrate the use of that model, given realistic literature-supported parameter ranges. Narrowing these ranges further would improve the model and its specificity, potentially via the incorporation of correlations between cycle life and DoD, temperature, and charge–discharge rate. Such correlations can be found in the literature [38,39]. This is one possible focus of future work. The battery emissions per mass are based on previous detailed LCAs of LB and VFB battery production, which are described in the Introduction. Battery production can be elaborated as shown in Figure 4.

Equations (2) and (3) apply not only to emissions (g) and emissions intensity (g/kWh), but also to any quantitative characteristic of both generation and storage. For example, the emissions values of $I_0$ and $e_s$ can be replaced with cost values to estimate the “cost intensity” (i.e., the cost of electricity delivered to the grid from the combined generation and storage system ($/kWh)).
Table 1. Parameters in model equations and examples of dependencies. No example does not mean no dependence. GHG—greenhouse gas; LBs—lithium-ion batteries; LABs—lead–acid batteries; VFBs—vanadium redox flow batteries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Example of Dependence on Technology</th>
<th>Example of Dependence on Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$l_0$</td>
<td>emissions intensity of electricity w/o storage</td>
<td>g/kWh</td>
<td>Coal gen. has higher GHG emissions than wind generation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>fraction of electricity generation that is stored</td>
<td></td>
<td>LBs usually have higher $\eta$ than VFBs</td>
<td>Greater smoothing of generation peaks requires greater $f$ (see Figure 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>round-trip efficiency of storage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Compared to LABs, LBs generally have higher GHG emissions per rated energy</td>
<td>Two VFBs w/same rated energy and different rated power will have different emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_s/E_T$</td>
<td>emissions per unit of rated storage energy capacity produced</td>
<td>g/kWh</td>
<td>Compared to LABs, LBs generally have higher GHG emissions per rated energy</td>
<td>Two VFBs w/same rated energy and different rated power will have different emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_s/\rho_s$</td>
<td>emissions per unit of storage mass produced</td>
<td>g/kg</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>specific energy capacity</td>
<td>kWh/kg</td>
<td>Two VFBs w/same rated energy but different power will have different $\rho$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>average depth of discharge (DoD)</td>
<td></td>
<td>LBs are usually run at higher DoD than LABs</td>
<td>More “excess” storage energy capacity means lower $D$ for same $\rho$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>cycle life</td>
<td>cycles</td>
<td>LBs have higher $C$ than LABs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Life cycle stages of battery production.
2.1.3. Model Equations Derivations

The total number of storage charge–discharge cycles over a power plant’s life can be calculated as follows:

\[ \#_{\text{cyc}} = E_{\text{s, out}} / E_{1\text{cyc}} \]

where \( E_{\text{s, out}} \) is the total energy discharged from storage over the power plant’s life (kWh), and \( E_{1\text{cyc}} \) is the average energy discharged per cycle (kWh). This equation can be expanded as follows:

\[ \#_{\text{cyc}} = \eta E_{\text{s, in}} / (\overline{D} E_s) \]

\[ \#_{\text{cyc}} = \eta f E_0 / (\overline{D} C E_s) \]  

(4)

where \( E_{\text{s, in}} \) is the total energy sent to storage over the power plant’s life (kWh), \( E_0 \) is the life electricity produced by the generator before storage (kWh), \( \overline{D} \) is the average depth of discharge (DoD), and \( E_s \) is the rated energy capacity of the storage (kWh).

Let a “unit” refer to the rated storage system in place and operating at any given time. The number of units that “die” over the power plant’s life can then be calculated as follows, if the storage unit reaches its cycle life before its calendar life:

\[ \#_{\text{deaths}} = \#_{\text{cyc}} / C \rightarrow \text{plug in (4)} \]

\[ \#_{\text{deaths}} = f \eta E_0 / (\overline{D} C E_s) \]  

(5)

where \( C \) is the cycle life and the other variables are defined above. The total storage energy capacity used and retired over the power plant’s life can then be calculated as follows:

\[ E_{sT} = \#_{\text{deaths}} E_s \rightarrow \text{plug in (5)} \]

\[ E_{sT} = f \eta E_0 / (\overline{D} C) \]  

(6)

The life emissions of the storage can then be expanded as follows:

\[ e_s = e_s / E_{sT} \rightarrow \text{plug in Equation (6)} \]

\[ e_s = e_s / E_{sT} f \eta E_0 / (\overline{D} C) \]  

(7)

\[ e_s = e_s / m_s m_s / E_{sT} f \eta E_0 / (\overline{D} C) \rightarrow \text{if batteries, definition of specific energy capacity} \]

\[ e_s = e_s / m_s 1 / \rho f \eta E_0 / (\overline{D} C) \]  

(8)

Finally, Equation (7) or (8) can be plugged in to calculate the emissions intensity (g/kWh) of power delivered to the grid from a combined generation and storage system

\[ I = (e_g + e_s) / E \rightarrow \text{account for losses from storage} \]

\[ = (e_g + e_s) / \{E_0[1 - f(1 - \eta)]\} \]

\[ = (l_0 + e_s / E_0) / [1 - f(1 - \eta)] \rightarrow \text{plug in (7) or (8)} \]

by plugging in (7), Equation (2) is derived and by plugging in (8) Equation (3) is derived.

2.1.4. Model Assumptions and Approximations Include the Following:

(1) Storage efficiency is treated as constant.
(2) The number of storage units retired over the system’s lifetime is treated as continuous in the model (see Equation (5)).
(3) In Table 2, the battery production emissions ($e_b$) do not include emissions from producing the battery inverter and control system, because of a lack of data. An alternative is estimating battery inverter emissions by approximating that the battery inverters are equivalent to PV inverters, and then using the PV inventories discussed in Section 2.2.1. [40,41]. These inventories report inverter production GHGs of ~27.4 gCO$_2$e per watt of AC inverter capacity, and inverter lifetime of 15 years. For the cases analyzed in this paper, this would add approximately 1.5 gCO$_2$e/kWh to the total carbon intensity, and increase the storage production emissions by ~15% for LBs and ~30% for VFBs. Unlike the battery inverter case, we do not identify a reasonable approximation for the emissions from producing the battery control system.

(4) Charging from the grid is not analyzed. Such an analysis would include the expansion of the generator definition to encompass all generators connected to a grid.

(5) Cycle life is considered as controlling, not calendar life. Our analysis is focused on storage applications that require regular cycling at high DoD, and thus cause cycling-induced degradation to be the primary degradation mode. The storage unit is assumed to reach its cycle life before its calendar life. For applications that do not involve a high-use of battery capacity, such as frequency regulation, this might not be a valid approximation [37].

(6) Temperature-induced degradation is not considered. More information on battery degradation modes can be found in the literature [38,39].

(7) DC–DC coupling is possible for PV and battery storage, but is not analyzed here. It is unclear whether DC–DC coupling of PV and batteries actually increases the round-trip efficiency, given the particular equipment and system architecture required. For more discussions, see the literature [42].

(8) Possible storage impacts on curtailment and generator efficiency are not analyzed. For example, storage can be used to store off-peak wind generation that would otherwise be curtailed, for later supply to the grid. Thus, in some cases, storage might actually increase the generator capacity factor $F$ by offsetting storage efficiency losses with curtailment reductions. As another example, storage can be used to increase the fuel-to-power efficiency of the simple cycle gas turbines (SCGT). A preliminary analysis suggests that, for an SCGT with an original generation profile typical of California peaker plants, adding enough storage to allow for flat generation might increase generation-averaged fuel-to-power efficiency by up to ~3%, thus partly offsetting efficiency losses in storage.

Table 2. Carbon intensities of wind generation, from wind life cycle assessment (LCA) synthesis [42–51]. Assumptions include onshore turbine size ~2 MW, offshore turbine size ~5 MW, onshore wind farm 20 km from grid with 3% transmission losses (transmission just to grid), offshore wind farm 70 km from grid with 8% transmission losses, wind farm size >50 MW, hub height 95 m, wake losses 6%, availability 97%, and offshore foundation monopile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon Intensity (gCO$_2$e/kWh)</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onshore high wind speed (~9 m/s)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore med wind speed (~8 m/s)</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore low wind speed (~7 m/s)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onshore high wind speed (~9 m/s)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Life Cycle Assessments of Generation

As shown in Equations (2) and (3), calculating the emissions intensity requires knowing both the emissions from producing a unit mass of storage, and the emissions of generation without storage. The GHG emissions per storage mass are given in Section 2.1.2. GHG emissions from combined-cycle gas and coal-fired generation have been estimated at 488 and 965 gCO$_2$e/kWh, respectively [19].
For our case studies on solar tracking and on combined renewables and batteries, we conducted an LCA of solar PV generation, and synthesized the prior LCAs of wind generation.

2.2.1. PV LCA Methodology

We developed a solar life cycle assessment tool (SoLCAT) [43] following the ISO 14040 and 14044 standards [44] and the IEA PV LCA guidelines [22]. Miller et al. [43] summarizes how SoLCAT corresponds to these guidelines. To estimate the GHG emissions from PV power, SoLCAT integrates the following four main elements: published PV life cycle inventories (LCIs); background emission factors from the Ecoinvent database [45]; known physical correlations; and capacity factors from PVWatts Version 5, a software tool from the U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).

PV LCA-Goal, System Boundary, and Functional Unit

The goal is estimating the carbon intensity of PV power. The system is electricity production by PV. Electricity production can be considered a black box that consumes resources and produces electricity and emissions. The system’s primary function is producing electricity, and thus the functional unit is a kilowatthour of AC electricity supplied to the grid. In addition to electricity, the other system output we analyzed in the case study is GHG emissions. These two system outputs are combined into our central metric—GHGs emitted per AC electricity generated (gCO$_2$/kWh), or carbon intensity.

PV electricity production can be elaborated as shown in Figures 1 and 2. Commercial thin film module production is relatively less complex and more vertically integrated [40,47], and is not further segmented beyond Figure 5. Crystalline silicon module production is further elaborated here, as shown in Figure 6.

LCA refers to the explicit stages in Figures 5 and 6 as the “foreground” and their implied component processes as the “background”. Although not explicitly drawn, background processes are inside the system border and include the following: production of chemicals used in silicon processing; construction and operation of module-manufacturing infrastructure; and raw material extraction processes (e.g., iron ore acquisition) that “pull” resources from nature, across the system boundary, and into the electricity production system. In this analysis, transport is treated as a background process that contributes to multiple foreground stages. For example, chemicals are transported to the site of silicon processing. The processes not included in our system include the following: electricity transmission from generation site to end-use; displacement of competing power sources; and growth of a carbon-absorbing biomass underneath PV modules, which growth can be reduced by up to ~75% by module shading in temperate climates [48].

Figure 5. Life cycle stages of PV electricity production.
PV LCA-Data Sources

A list quantifying inputs and outputs of a stage is called a life cycle inventory (LCI). Our primary sources for PV foreground LCIs are the IEA’s 2015 Report “Life Cycle Inventories and Life Cycle Assessments of PV Systems” [41] and the 2012 Report “Life Cycle Inventories of Photovoltaics” by ESU-services [40]. These sources aggregate large numbers of LCIs and explicitly aim to represent production typical of the PV industry. The IEA report provides “mainstream” and “best technology” LCIs for Chinese mc-Si module production. We use the “mainstream” LCIs. Other sources for foreground LCIs are the Ecoinvent Database V3 [45] for an LCI of silica sand acquisition, and Sinha et al. [27] for an LCI of a horizontal one-axis tracking system. For emission factors of background processes, our primary data source is the Ecoinvent V3 database [45]. The impact assessment method used by Ecoinvent V3, and thus by our model, to calculate emission factors in units of CO₂-equivalent is the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 2013 GWP 100a method [49].

The referenced LCIs do not provide data on end of life (EOL), partly because the large majority of PVs installed have not reached their end of life. In the absence of data, our model does not account for emissions from PV EOL processes. Wind power LCAs face a similar lack of EOL data, but benefit from more established recycling processes for wind’s primary materials (steel from towers, fiber glass from blades, etc.).

PV LCA-Model Structure

SoLCAT uses foreground LCIs and background emissions factors in several ways to estimate the carbon intensity of PV power. Figure 7 gives an overview of SoLCAT’s operation and utilization of data sources. Capacity refers to rated DC power capacity, unless otherwise indicated.
SoLCAT converts amounts \( a \) to GHG emissions \( e_{\text{total}} \) using three general equations, shown below with indented examples after each equation, as follows:

\[
e_{\text{total}} = \sum_i e_{\text{stage } i} \tag{9}
\]

\[
e_{\text{total,mc-Si}} = e_{\text{Si-sand acquisition}} + e_{\text{MG-Si processing}} \ldots + e_{\text{cell prod.}} \ldots + e_{\text{installation}} + e_{\text{operation}}
\]

\[
e_{\text{stage } i} = \sum_j e_{\text{input } j \text{ to stage } i} - \sum_k e_{\text{stage } k} \tag{10}
\]

\[
e_{\text{MG-Si process}} = \left( e_{\text{charcoal input to MG-Si process}} + e_{\text{Si-sand input to MG-Si process}} + \ldots \right) - e_{\text{Si-sand acq.}}
\]

\[
e_{\text{input } j \text{ to stage } i} = a_{\text{input } j \text{ to stage } i} EF_j \tag{11}
\]

where \( e \) is emissions (gCO\(_2\)e), \( a \) is amount (e.g., kg-iron, m\(^3\)-acetone, etc.), and \( EF \) is emission factor (e.g., gCO\(_2\)e/kg-iron, gCO\(_2\)e/m\(^3\)-acetone, etc.). Calculating the life cycle emissions for one scenario involves >100 variations of Equation (11) corresponding to different stages and inputs. Amounts \( a_{\text{input } j \text{ to stage } i} \) are provided by the PV LCIs \([27,40,41,45]\) or are determined by input variables to SoLCAT. Emission factors \( (EF_j) \) are provided by Ecoinvent \([45]\) or SoLCAT inputs. Miller et al. \([43]\) provide more detail on how SoLCAT utilizes the input variables impact amounts and emission factors.

**PV LCA-Converting GHGs per Capacity to GHGs per Generation (Carbon Intensity)**

SoLCAT’s last operation requires a capacity factor, or equivalently an energy yield. Our model utilizes capacity factor estimates from PVWatts \([51]\). PVWatts outputs a year-one DC capacity factor based on inputs of location, installation type, orientation, cell type, inverter loading ratio, rated inverter efficiency, ground coverage ratio, and system losses.

Our model adjusts capacity factors from PVWatts to account for shading, snow, light-induced degradation (LID), non-LID degradation (commonly called “degradation”), and tracker energy consumption, in order to calculate a lifetime average capacity factor \( (F) \). Finally, carbon intensity is calculated as follows:

\[
I = \frac{e_{\text{total}}}{(Fc_{\text{g}}} \tag{12}
\]

where \( I \) is carbon intensity (gCO\(_2\)e/kWh), \( e_{\text{total}} \) is life cycle GHG emissions (gCO\(_2\)e), \( c_g \) is rated power capacity, and \( t_{hr} \) is PV system lifetime (h).
PV LCA-Tracking Energy Gain Methodology

An analysis of solar tracking’s impact on carbon intensity requires the calculation of tracking energy gain (TEG). TEG is the percentage increase in PV power output that results from tracking the sun, relative to a fixed-position system, and can be estimated using PVWatts as follows:

\[ \text{TEG} = \left( \frac{P_{\text{AC,track}} - P_{\text{AC,fixed}}}{P_{\text{AC,fixed}}} \right) \times 100\% \]  

or equivalently

\[ \text{TEG} = \left( \frac{F_{\text{track}} - F_{\text{fixed}}}{F_{\text{fixed}}} \right) \times 100\% \]  

where \( F_{\text{track}} \) is the capacity factor of a PV system with tracking, and \( F_{\text{fixed}} \) is the capacity factor of a PV system with fixed orientation but otherwise identical features (location, modules, etc.). When discussing TEG, the details of both the tracking system (whether one-axis or two-axis, axis of rotation, rotation limits, etc.) and the fixed base case (tilt and azimuth) should be specified. In this paper, the fixed base case orientation is always irradiance-maximizing, with equator-facing azimuth (south in the Northern Hemisphere and north in the Southern Hemisphere) and near-latitude tilt.

2.2.2. Wind LCA Synthesis

Wind electricity production can be elaborated as shown in Figure 8. To be consistent with our PV LCA, our wind system likewise excludes EOL and transmission from generation site to end-use.

![Figure 8. Life cycle stages of wind electricity production.](image-url)

Our main data sources are 10 wind power LCAs conducted by the turbine manufacturers Vestas and Siemens-Gamesa (also called SWP) in 2011–2017 [10–17,52,53]. Vestas and SWP together accounted for ~25% and ~50% of the new turbines installed in the world and in the United States, respectively, in 2016 [7,54]. SWP accounted for over half of both cumulative and new offshore installations in 2016 [7]. These LCAs have been reviewed for compliance with ISO 14040 LCA standards, by external reviewers in Vestas’ case and internal reviewers in SWP’s case. The 10 turbine types modeled are widely deployed in conditions matching our four categories of interest, namely: onshore low wind...
speed (~7 m/s), onshore medium (~8 m/s), onshore high (~9 m/s), and offshore high (~9 m/s). In the United States, four of the ten models are deployed in onshore low wind speed conditions, seven in onshore medium speed conditions, and five in onshore high speed conditions [8]. In Europe, three of ten are deployed in offshore high speed conditions [16,17,55].

Each LCA estimates the carbon intensity of generation from a “typical” wind farm of turbines of the modeled type. The definition of “typical” varies slightly across the 10 LCAs. Thus, before averaging the emissions figures in each of the four categories, we first harmonize several parameters. For example, we assume a distance to grid of 20 km for onshore wind farms [11]. If one LCA assumes 15 km to grid and emissions from grid cable production of 1 gCO$_2$e/kWh, we multiply those emissions by 20 km/15 km = 1.33. We also harmonize lifetime (20 years), hub height (95 m), offshore distance to grid (70 km [7]), and hourly wind speed data (four data sets for four categories). The wind speed data are input into NREL’s System Advisor Model program, along with the turbine model, to estimate the capacity factors. Table 2 shows the results.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Base Cases for PV Generation (No Tracking, No Storage)

Figure 9 shows how PV carbon intensity varies by location, irradiance, and cell type. The parameter values used in Figure 9 are assumed throughout the paper, unless otherwise indicated. Figure 10 shows the sensitivity of PV carbon intensity to lifetime and degradation rate.

![Figure 9](image-url)  
**Figure 9.** Carbon intensities of power from PV power plants installed in different locations around 2015. Installation type is large-scale (AC capacity >1 MW), open-ground, and fixed. Irradiance is lifetime-average irradiance incident on modules. Lifetime is 30 years. Rated module efficiencies are 17%, 16%, and 15.6% for sc-Si, mc-Si, and CdTe, respectively [9]. Degradation is 0.7%/year [56]. GHG emissions of upstream electricity are 660 gCO$_2$e/kWh for module production and 510 for balance of system (BOS) production, corresponding to Chinese and global averages in 2015 [57]. These parameter values are assumed throughout the paper, unless otherwise indicated.
To determine whether this ~10% emissions reduction holds for other regions and cell types, we applied analogous calculations to hypothetical mc-Si and CdTe PV systems at 10 other locations (the base cases from Figure 9), and have presented them in Figure 11, which underlines several related findings. (1) Location influences the emissions impact of tracking, via TEG; (2) tracking decreases the carbon intensity of mc-Si PV in most locations; (3) consistent with Sinha et al. [27], tracking reduces the carbon intensity of CdTe PV in the United States Southwest by ~3%; and (4) the United States Southwest is the exception to the rule—for most locations tested, tracking actually increases the carbon intensity of CdTe PV power. This includes many places with favorable economics for tracking and TEG above 13%. Near Sydney, Australia, for example, horizontal single-axis tracking increases both electricity output (by 14%) and carbon intensity (by 5%, from 19 to 20 gCO$_2$e/kWh). In Germany, where tracking is less common, tracking increases power output by 6% and emissions by 13% (from 31 to 35 gCO$_2$e/kWh).

The dependence on location is mainly driven by latitude and cloud cover. The greater the latitude, the greater the module tilt that maximizes incident irradiance, and the more irradiance is lost by “reclining” to a horizontal tilt for one-axis tracking (as described in Section 1, horizontal one-axis tracking is the norm for large-scale tracking; tilted one-axis trackers do exist, but are much less common for reasons including self-shading and wind concerns). Greater latitude also means more atmosphere for sunlight to travel through. This increases light scattering, as does greater cloud cover. The greater the fraction of ambient light that is scattered (i.e., diffuse), the less energy there is to be gained from tracking the sun’s non-diffuse direct beam irradiance. Lower tracking energy gain (TEG) means less extra electricity over which to amortize extra emissions from tracker-production. For both module types, this explains why, as TEG decreases left to right in Figure 11, tracking’s emissions impact increases in relative terms (the bars).
The varying impact by module type can be explained with the following equations:

Let:

\[ T \equiv \text{the factor by which tracking increases electricity generation. E.g., If TEG = 20%, } T = 1.2. \]

\[ e_{f,i} \equiv \text{emissions of fixed PV system (gCO}_2\text{e). } i = \text{mc-Si or CdTe} \]

\[ e_t \equiv \text{emissions from adding tracking (gCO}_2\text{e)} \]

\[ E_f \equiv \text{generation from fixed PV system (kWh)} \]

\[ E_t \equiv \text{generation from tracking PV system (kWh)} \]

\[ I_f \equiv \text{emissions per generation (carbon intensity) of fixed PV system (gCO}_2\text{e/kWh)} \]

\[ I_t \equiv \text{emissions per generation (carbon intensity) of tracking PV system (gCO}_2\text{e/kWh)} \]

\[ M \equiv \text{factor by which tracking changes carbon intensity. } \]

\[(M - 1) \times 100\%\], the percentage by which tracking changes the carbon intensity.

Using these definitions,

\[ M = I_t/I_f \]

\[ = \left[ \left( e_{f,i} + e_t \right) / E_f \right] / \left[ e_{f,i} / E_f \right] \]

\[ = \left[ \left( e_{f,i} + e_t \right) / \left( T \times E_f \right) \right] / \left[ e_{f,i} / E_f \right] \]
Consider Equation (15) when \( e_{f,i} \gg e_t \), that is, when emissions from module production are much larger than emissions from tracker production, as follows:

\[
M_{f \text{ large}} = \frac{e_{f,i}}{T \times e_{f,i}}
\]

This explains why adding tracking increases CdTe PV's carbon intensity in most locations (red bars in Figure 11), as follows:

\[
M_{\text{CdTe}} = \left( e_{f,\text{CdTe}} + e_t \right) / \left( T \times e_{f,\text{CdTe}} \right)
\]

\[
\approx \left( e_{f,\text{CdTe}} + e_{f,\text{CdTe}} / 5 \right) / \left( T \times e_{f,\text{CdTe}} \right)
\]

\[
M_{\text{CdTe}} \approx 1.2 / T
\]

For \( M_{\text{CdTe}} \) to be less than 1, \( T \) must be greater than 1.2. In other words, CdTe PV requires a TEG above 20% for tracking to reduce its carbon intensity, a TEG only possible in exceptionally sunny regions like the United States Southwest.

Figure 12 illustrates the general principle behind both scenarios (high- and low-module emissions). In the future, if the ratio of module production emissions to tracker production emissions increases, independent of absolute emission values, tracking will more commonly decrease PV carbon intensity.
3.3. Hybrid Power Generation and Storage

Figures 13–15 show the carbon intensity of electricity from coupled generation and batteries for PV, wind, and fossil-based generators, respectively. These carbon intensities are estimated using the model and LCAs described in Section 2. Figure 16 shows the linear correlation between coupled system carbon intensity and generator carbon intensity, and how storage technology affects that correlation.

![Figure 13](image-url)  
**Figure 13.** GHG emissions of power from different PV systems coupled with LBs or VFBs. PV systems differ by cell type and installation location. Other parameters match base case values in Figure 9. Bars indicate the difference between “best” and “worst” case scenarios for each storage technology. Best assumes the high values of efficiency and cycle life in Section 2.1.2, while worst assumes the low values. Fraction of generation sent to storage $f$ is 50%, to correspond to the approximate upper bound of $f$ needed to flatten the intermittent generation, or conversely needed to convert constant fossil-based generation into peak supply (CdTe: cadmium telluride; mc-Si: multi-crystalline silicon; sc-Si: single-crystalline silicon; LBs: lithium-ion batteries; VFBs: vanadium redox flow batteries).

![Figure 14](image-url)  
**Figure 14.** GHG emissions of power from different wind power systems coupled with LBs or VFBs. Wind systems differ by average local wind-speed and installation onshore or offshore. Other parameters match assumptions in Table 2. Bars indicate the difference between “best” and “worst” case scenarios for each storage technology. Best assumes the high values of efficiency and cycle life in Table 2, while worst assumes the low values. The fraction of generation sent to storage $f$ is 50%, to correspond to the approximate upper bound of $f$ needed to flatten the intermittent generation, or conversely needed to convert constant fossil-based generation into peak supply.

The most important result is that, across all scenarios displayed, renewable electricity has much lower GHG emissions than fossil electricity. Figures 13–16 show this to hold true, independent of renewable energy source, renewable power generation technology, location of generator, and integration of energy storage. As seen in Figure 13, the most carbon-intensive mainstream PV power (sc-Si PV produced in China, installed in Berlin, and coupled with sufficient LBs to store...
50% of it’s generation) still emits only ~25% of the GHGs emitted by the least carbon intensive mainstream fossil power (CCNG with no storage). Therefore, to understand the GHG emissions impacts of renewables, future work should not focus on more accurately accounting for GHGs from the production of battery control systems or other system components. Whether wind power coupled with LBs emits 20 or 21 or even 40 gCO₂e/kWh, it is still an order of magnitude less carbon intensive than fossil generation without carbon capture. Instead, future work on renewables’ emissions impacts should focus on consequential LCA, including questions of which generation types are most likely to be displaced by renewables deployment, dependent on location and economics, among other factors.

The percentage impact panel in Figure 15 illustrates another result—the storage parameter that controls emissions impact depends upon the generator to which the storage is coupled. Given low-emission generation, such as wind or CdTe PV, the storage feature that dominates emissions impact is storage production emissions (see orange sections in the left two bars of Figure 13). Given high-emission generation, such as gas or coal, the storage feature that dominates emissions impact is storage efficiency (see red sections in bottom four bars of Figure 15). One implication is that, if storage is being added to micro-grids or regional grids with low-emission generation (I_avg < 50 gCO₂e/kWh), GHG emissions can be minimized by deploying storage products with the lowest production emissions. Conversely, if storage is being added to regions with high-emission generation (I_avg > 200 gCO₂e/kWh), GHG emissions can be minimized by deploying storage products with the highest efficiency.

![Figure 15](image-url) - GHG emissions of power from different generators coupled with LBs and VFBs. PV case assumes installation in Sydney, Australia, and mc-Si cell type. Other PV parameters match the base case values in Figure 8. Wind case assumes onshore installation in a medium wind-speed (~8 m/s) area. Other parameters match the values in Section 2.1.2. Gas and coal cases assume typical combined cycle natural gas (CCNG) and supercritical pulverized coal power (SCPC) emissions values of 488 and 965 gCO₂e/kWh, respectively [19]. The fraction of generation sent to storage f is 50%, to correspond to the approximate upper bound of f needed to flatten intermittent generation, or conversely needed to convert constant fossil-based generation into peak supply.

Figure 16 illustrates the linear relationship between the coupled system carbon intensity and generator carbon intensity. The parameters of the storage technology influence both the y-axis intersection and the slope of the line, according to the model equations in Section 2.1, as follows:

\[ y - \text{axis intersection} = \eta \left( \frac{e_s}{E_{sT}} \right) / (DC) / (1/f - 1 + \eta) \]
These values are not particular to GHGs. Analogous qualitative behavior will thus hold for emissions of other pollutants, as well as “emissions” of dollars (costs/kWh). That is, emission and cost intensities of coupled systems, as a function of generator intensity, will have different slopes dependent on storage technology. Choosing a specific storage technology for a coupled system can minimize emissions (or cost) intensity for one generator, but not for another.

![Figure 16](image-url)

**Figure 16.** Carbon intensity of coupled generation and storage vs. carbon intensity of generation without storage. The wind, PV, gas, and coal numbers shown are representative of onshore wind power in high wind-speed areas, mc-Si PV in Australia, combined cycle natural gas power, and supercritical pulverized coal, respectively.

### 4. Conclusions

A model for estimating emissions from integrated power generation and energy storage is presented. The model applies to the emissions of all pollutants, including greenhouse gases (GHGs), and to all storage technologies, including pumped hydroelectric and electrochemical storage. As a case study, the model is used to estimate the GHG emissions of electricity from systems that couple photovoltaic and wind generation with lithium-ion batteries (LBs) and vanadium redox flow batteries (VFBs). To facilitate the case study, we conduct a life cycle assessment (LCA) of photovoltaic (PV) power, and a synthesis of existing wind power LCAs. The PV LCA is also used to estimate the emissions impact of a common PV practice that has not been comprehensively analyzed by LCA—solar tracking. Relative to stationary mounting, solar tracking is found to decrease the GHG emissions of power from multi-crystalline silicon PV in most of the regions analyzed (by 0 to ~12%, or 0 to ~4 gCO₂e/kWh), and to increase the emissions of power from cadmium telluride PV in most regions analyzed (by 0 to ~12%, or 0 to ~4 gCO₂e/kWh). For either PV cell type, if the ratio of module production emissions to
tracker production emissions increases in the future, independent of absolute emission values, tracking will more commonly decrease PV carbon intensity. The case study of renewables and battery storage indicates that PV and wind power remain much less carbon intensive than fossil-based generation, even when coupled with large amounts of LBs or VFBs. The most carbon intensive renewable power analyzed (single-crystalline silicon PV produced in China, installed in Berlin, and coupled with sufficient VFBs to store 50% of its generation) still emits only ~25% of the GHGs of the least carbon intensive mainstream fossil power (combined cycle natural gas turbine with no storage). Lastly, we find that the pathway to minimize GHG emissions of power from a coupled system depends upon the generator—given low-emission generation (<50 gCO₂e/kWh), the minimizing pathway is the storage technology with lowest production emissions (VFBs over LBs for our case study), and given high-emission generation (>200 gCO₂e/kWh), the minimizing pathway is the storage technology with highest round-trip efficiency (LBs over VFBs). The latter case applies to a majority of the world’s power generation today. Directions for future work include the application of the coupled storage and generation model to other non-battery technologies, including pumped hydroelectric storage.
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Nomenclature (In Order of Appearance)

- GHG: greenhouse gas
- IEA: International Energy Agency
- PV: photovoltaic
- mc-Si: multi-crystalline silicon
- sc-Si: single-crystalline silicon
- CdTe: cadmium telluride
- gCO₂e: grams CO₂ equivalent
- CCNG: combined cycle natural gas
- SCPC: supercritical pulverized coal
- cradle-to-grave: covering all parts of a product’s life cycle from raw material acquisition (cradle) through disposal and/or recycling (grave)
- cradle-to-gate: covering all parts of a product’s life cycle from raw material acquisition (cradle) through production (factory gate)
- LCA: life cycle assessment
- utility-scale: having AC capacity >5 MW, used to describe power plants
- LB: lithium-ion battery
- VFB: vanadium redox flow battery
- LAB: lead acid battery
- SSB: sodium sulfur battery
- PHS: pumped hydroelectric storage
- CAES: compressed air energy storage
- P₀: power generation (kW)
- P: power supply to grid (kW)
- Pₛ,ₛ₋ₘₜ: is the amount of power generation sent to storage (kW)
- s: is the instantaneous fraction of power generation going to storage
- Pₛ,ₛ₋ₐₜ: is the power supply to grid from storage
- η: round-trip efficiency of the storage
- f: the fraction of energy generation sent to storage (vs. directly to grid)
- E: lifetime electricity supply to grid from power plant (kWh)
$E_0$ lifetime electricity supply to grid from power plant without storage (kWh)

$l$ emissions intensity (g/kWh)

$\epsilon_g$ the life emissions of the generator (g)

$\epsilon_s$ the life emissions of the storage (g)

$\overline{D}$ or DoD the average depth of discharge of the storage (DoD)

$E_{ST}$ the total rated energy capacity of storage used over the power plant life (kWh)

$C$ the cycle life of the storage (the number of charge–discharge cycles before a storage unit is retired)

$m_s$ the mass of batteries used over the power plant life (kg)

$\rho$ the specific energy capacity of the batteries (kWh/kg)

$E_{ST}$ the total rated energy capacity of all storage used and retired over the power plant life

$c_g$ rated power capacity

$F$ capacity factor

TEG tracking energy gain

EOL end of life
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